PHILOSOPHY
(specialty 09.00.13)

Bobyleva N.V. Objective and subjective backgrounds of music genesis
The question on music feeling formation is considered which coincides with speech genesis in
terms of its occurrence. Articulation, acoustics physical features and the peculiarity of acoustic
apparatus define intonation and meaning patterns of speech as well as patterns of piece of music
creation and comprehension. The objectiveness of physical sound nature and physiology of its
distinguishing and comprehension is connected with the subjectiveness of psychological patterns.
Key words: physical sound nature, overtone scale, music feeling patterns.
South-Russian state
technical university

February,22,2010

Bourova L.A. New religious movements in American and west European society: main groups
and their characteristics
The problem of new religious movements formation and expansion in American and west
European society is considered. On the basis of formation, confession and religious ritualism it is
offered to divide the movements according to their oriental, Cristian and syncretical origin. It is
shown the social attitude towards new religious movements and the most bright episodes of their
activity are given.
Key words: new religious movements, religion, adept, guru, religious sect, confession,
follower.
North-Caucasus scientific
center of High school SFedU

February,10,2010

Kasyan A.B. Value aspect of modern interfamily relations
The main notions of interfamily values are investigated. As the main methodological notional
apparatus for family and interfamily relations comprehension such notions as value, happiness,
love, freedom and welfare are proposed. Resorting to the value approach for the analysis of
transformation within a family such important aspects of life as men and women interrelations,
attitude towards professional sphere and family value as a whole are touched upon.
Key words: family, family values, happiness, love, freedom, welfare.
Pedagogical institute of
Southern federal university

January , 30,2010

Koukina E.A. Education as recall in Plato's ideas context
Education in Plato's ideas context is considered where the essence of education mechanisms in
the form of recall is disclosed, taking into account the works of ancient times investigators – A.I.
Losev and M. Sperber. Within modern terms we face as well the necessity of education grounding
on Plato's ideas and as a result it is proved its value for modern times.
Key words: “kalos kagathos”, “aretae”, education, communication, language.
Southern federal
university

February, 12, 2010

Petrova Ju.A. On the problem of subcultures essence and classification
Subculture is considered as the community of people whose beliefs, views and behaviour
differ from those of society. The youth subculture has its own world where a young man can find
his place in life, make friends which are appropriate for him. Society changes a person, erases
differences, transforms, submits, gives the feeling of power. The admission in this or that social
group is conditioned by the desire to stand out of the crowd, satisfy one's own “I” and find
accomplice, though not by standard methods.
Key words: youth subculture, social reality, subculture classification, society values, habitat,
informal movements, symbol systems.
Pedagogical institute
Southern federal university

March, 1, 2010

Shoubina M.M. Images of the Greeks and «barbarians» in the writings of ancient Greek
philosophers
The attitude of the Greek philosophers to such categories as freedom, slavery, barbarism is
considered. It is traced the dominance of Greek culture through the works of classics, its
dissimilarity with other cultures. Special attention is paid to the polarization of the Greeks and
Persians.
Key words: the Greeks, the barbarians, the Persians, Xenophon, Thucydides, Aristophanes,
Aeschylus.
South-Russian state
university of economics and service

February , 14, 2010

(specialty 09.00.08)
Bouryakova O.S. The problem of notions “information” and “knowledge” correlation within
the context of modern foreign and Russian investigations
The notions “information” and “knowledge” are analyzed on the base of foreign and Russian
sources. Their main meanings in the human sciences are distinguished. It is maid an attempt to point
out and consider main knowledge characteristics. Defining the differences between the
“information” and “knowledge” notions a range of topical questions is actualized.
Key words: information, knowledge, information society, knowledge characteristics,
individual knowledge.
North-Caucasus scientific
center of High school SFedU

January, 17, 2010

Zezulko A.V. Scientific and technical progress risks
Several social and cultural risks are considered which are caused by modern scientific and
technical progress. The author focuses on the danger of “human's factor” impact on technology,
danger of technobureaucracy and danger of psychological alterations under the influence of
technological culture.
Key words: scientific and technical progress, techniques, human's factor, technobureaucracy,
TV and computer addiction.
Southern federal university

February, 27, 2010

ECONOMICS
(specialty 08.00.01)

Degtyareva I.V., Shalina O.I. Institutionalized aspects of Russian investment funds activity
The article considers the unit investment trusts participants interrelations, accompanied
problems and interests conflicts in the light of institutional economics – contracts theory and agency
theory. The structure of investors agency costs has been researched and reformation of current
management fees formation methods has been offered. The mechanism of corporative management
organization of Russian funds and its influence on UIT’s activity efficiency have been analyzed.
Key words: financial mediator, unit investment trusts (UIT), agency costs, management fees,
corporative management.
Ufa state aircraft
technical university

March, 5, 2010

Kobtsev V.A. Market research peculiarities and stages
Thanks to modern information and telecommunication technologies the methods of data
retrieval are rapidly improved. The most authentic from the scientific viewpoint is experimental
research aiming at revealing cause-effect connections. The experiment supposes object selection
and consumers reaction control. Revealed links between the events can be cause-effective and in
that case the aims of the experiment are reached. The results of market research are presented to the
party involved and the company policy is formed.
Key words: consumer, market, market tendency, market research, information.
North-Caucasus scientific
center of High school SFedU

February , 27, 2010
POLITICAL SCIENCE
(specialty 23.00.02)

Kalyuzhniy V.G. Globalization and the future of the nation state
The concept of globalization is one of the most-used and also the least clear in political
science. One of the main problems associated with globalization, this is the problem of its
identification as an objectively existing phenomenon.
Key words: globalization, the subjects of world order, globalization features, the
internationalization of the economy, globalization model.
Syzran Higher military
aviation school (Military institute)

February , 27, 2010

Kamalova O.N., Karpoun A.B. Main structural elements of political power
The notion “political power” is analyzed. Separate features, forms and functions of political
power are distinguished. The structure of political power is investigated. Special attention is paid to
the non-legitimate elements of power. Question on mechanisms and means of political power
realization is touched upon.
Key words: power, political power, power institutions, leadership.
North-Caucasus scientific
center of High school SFedU
March, 3, 2010

Cherkasov Ju.Ju. Manipulation political technology functioning based on the
“good/bad” binary opposition within the political discourse
This paper studies the functioning of the technology of linguistic manipulation based on
“good/bad” opposition within the political discourse of mass media, as well as the essence of basic
elements that comprise the technology.
Key words: technology of linguistic manipulation, technology of linguistic manipulation
based on “good/bad” opposition, political discourse of mass media, elements of the technology of
linguistic manipulation.
Nizhniy Novgorod state
linguistic university

February, 15, 2010

PHILOLOGY
(specialty 10.01.03)
Kravchenko V.I. Transformation and mythologizing of novelistic protagonists and
chronotope in D.H. Lawrence’s dilogy «The Rainbow. Women in Love»
A brief analysis of the set of characters (the protagonists in the framework of an action) and of
the space-time composition in D.H. Lawrence's two novels connected in the plot ("The Rainbow"
and "Women in Love") is given. The basic features of mythological chronotope are considered, the
cyclic principle in the first novel, and archetype of a "road" in the second one is revealed. In the set
of characters there is the writer’s orientation to the images system of an archaic myth (archetypes of
a "struggle" and a "shadow", a motif of "incest" etc.). Tendencies of transformation are revealed.
Key words: poetics of mythologizing, mythological chronotope, trickster, the cultural hero,
binary opposition, archetype, isomorphism, transformation.
Nizhniy Novgorod state
pedagogical university
2010

February , 15,

(specialty 10.02.19)
Lazarev V.A. Grammatical forms and their functioning peculiarities: anthropocentric and
linguacultural principles of description
Grammatical forms from the viewpoint of anthropocentrism are considered. The questions of
morphology within modern scientific paradigms are actualized that let enrich traditional
grammatical theories.
Key words: anthropocentric approach, grammatical forms, morphological problematics,
shift/nonshift categories.
Pedagogical institute
Southern federal university

March, 3, 2010

(specialty 10.02.01)
Du Khuntszyun Specificity of motion orientation in space (on the material of Russian verbs of
motion)
The specificity of Russian motion verbs orientation is considered. General motion in space
form-scheme has been developed. Correlation of speaker’s position and extreme points of motion
have been shown. Motion verbs optional and obligatory valencies of “куда?” and “откуда?” have
been determined.
Key words: motion verbs, motion orientation, general motion form-scheme, starting and final
point, optional and obligatory valency.
Russian language institute
RAS of V.V. Vinogradov

February , 25, 2010

HISTORY
(specialty 07.00.02)
Kourbanova G.M. Jihad problems in Dagestan religious and political idea in the XIXXXth centuries
In accordance with the analysis of the works of the most prominent sheikhs of tariqah
nakchbaliy-halilia, such as Ismail al-Kourdamiri, Mohammed al-Yaragi, Abdurakhman as-Sougiri,
Tashev-khadzhi al-Andirivi, Ylyas al-Tsudakhari and of nakchbaliy-mahmudiya – Mohammed alAlmali, Shuiba al-Bagini, Saiphoul Bashlarov, Khasan al-Kakhi and others of the XIX-XXth
centuries it is revealed their attitude towards the problems of jihad, dhikr, meditation, tavadzhukh,
rabita and other practices of Sufism.
Key words: Sufism, jihad, tariqah, kadiriya, Imamate, dhikr, meditation, Sharia.
Dagestan state
pedagogical university

February, 5, 2010

PEDAGOGICS
(specialty 13.00.03)
Philatova O.V. Art teacher inclusion in the system of correctional education
It is actualized some results of experience, experimental and correctional work with a group
of children with “autism” diagnosis through art therapy. The lessons were conducted on the base of
disabled children families assistant center “Содействие” in Rostov-on-Don supported by a social
and charity organization “Каритас”. It is analyzed some peculiarities of the center work based on
volunteer self-organization. Besides it is given a brief description of the experiment of the art
teachers by means of art therapy. The specificity of therapy interaction through art and a wide range
of this direction opportunities are revealed.
Key words: art therapy, disabled people, autism, creative reaction, inclusion.
Scientific and industrial
organization «Технологика»

March, 2, 2010

